Multifunction hexagonal liquid-crystal containing modified surface TiO_2 nanoparticles and terpinen-4-ol for controlled release

Abstract: Multifunctional products have been developed to combine the benefits of functional components and terpinen-4-ol (TP) delivery systems. In this way, p-toluene sulfonic acid modified titanium dioxide (TiO_2) nanoparticles and TP, an antioxidant, have been incorporated in liquid-crystalline formulations for photoprotection and controlled release of the TP, respectively. By X-ray powder diffraction and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, we noted that using p-toluene sulfonic acid as a surface modifier made it possible to obtain smaller and more transparent TiO_2 nanoparticles than those commercially available. The liquid-crystalline formulation containing the inorganic ultraviolet filter was classified as broad-spectrum performance by the absorbance spectroscopy measurements. The formulations containing modified TiO_2 nanoparticles and TP were determined to be in the hexagonal phase by polarized light microscopy and small-angle X-ray scattering, which makes possible the controlled released of TP following zero-order kinetics. The developed formulations can control the release of TP. Constant concentrations of the substance have been released per time unit, and the modified TiO_2 nanoparticles can act as a transparent inorganic sunscreen.
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Introduction

Cosmetic products have been developed aiming to combine the benefits of functional ingredients with the latest technology in delivery systems. Sunscreen is a class of products with many innovative formulations because consumers are looking for protection from skin cancer and other damage caused by ultraviolet A (UVA) and ultraviolet B (UVB) radiations, such as photoaging, pigmentation, wrinkling, and dryness. Accordingly, formulations are developed with UVA and UVB blockers along with complementary active compounds incorporated in delivery systems to obtain differentiated multifunctional products. In this way, García-González et al used solid lipid nanoparticles containing titanium dioxide (TiO_2) and caffeine to make sunscreens free of organic absorbers. To treat skin diseases or to prevent skin cancer, solid lipid particles have been used as a vehicle for the topical administration and controlled release of caffeine for anticellulite activity and photoaging prevention. Dai et al combined a photosensitive azobenzene compound with liposome encapsulated ascorbic acid (vitamin C) to promote collagen biosynthesis and prevent free radical formation. The photoisomerization of the azobenzene compound controls the release of the ascorbic acid under ultraviolet (UV) radiation and at the same time protects the skin from UV radiation. Commonly, sunscreens have vitamins C and E as ingredients because they have been shown to maximize the UV protection of the skin and reverse changes induced by both chronologic and photoaging.
Organic UV absorbers are generally photo unstable, and the preference to improve the sun protection factor and the photostability of these molecules is the use of controlled release systems, as employed with benzophenone-3, oxybenzone, phenylbenzimidazole sulfonic acid, 2-ethylhexyl-2-cyano-3,3-diphenylacrylate, 2-ethylhexyl trans-4-methoxyxinnamate, and Bis-ethylhexyloxyphenol methoxycinnamyl triazine. In the end of 1980s, the use of inorganic particles became popular, being presented with various types of treatment surface, as dispersions, and as micronized particles in order to enhance the photoprotection against UVA radiation and to minimize photoreactivity displayed by the organic UV filters traditionally used. Inorganic UV blockers (ie, oxides) protect the skin by reflecting, scattering, or absorbing UV radiation and are photostable, nonallergenic, and provide a large UV-spectrum coverage. However, they tend to be opaque and white when applied on the skin and consequently are unacceptable for cosmetic use. Therefore, to be used in sunscreens, inorganic compounds such as titanium dioxide and zinc oxide must be present at a controlled size, to promote more efficient uniform protection against UVA radiation, to prevent visible light scattering and hence many of them have surface modifiers to impede aggregation of the particles caused by electrostatic effects. Examples of surface modifiers are dimethicone, silica, alumina, aluminium stearate, aluminium oxide, dimethicone, stearic acid, solid lipid microparticles, and polysaspartic acid. Recently, we demonstrated the efficiency of p-toluene sulfonic acid (PTSH) to control the size, shape, and aggregation of TiO$_2$ nanoparticles obtained by the sol-gel process.

Besides sunscreen application, TiO$_2$ have also been used in different devices for gene or drug delivery, as well as other inorganic nanoparticles. Song et al have demonstrated the use of TiO$_2$ nanotubular structure with a hydrophobic cap which prevents uncontrolled leaching of the hydrophilic drug into an aqueous environment. Ghedini et al have shown the feasibility of TiO$_2$-based matrices with high surface area and well-defined mesoporous textures for the sustained release of ibuprofen. In the literature, it was reported that a nontoxic TiO$_2$ nanoparticle-based system conjugated with a monoclonal antibody could be applied for therapeutic purposes in pancreatic cancer. Recently, the first report on the production of bifunctional three-phase metal oxide–Ag, PO$_2$–graphene composite materials with improved photocatalytic and antibacterial properties was reported. TiO$_2$ as well as Fe$_2$O$_3$, SiO$_2$, Co, and Au have also been associated in a new class of materials with a distinctive core–void–shell configuration called yolk/shell nanoparticles (YSNs). For example, Fe$_2$O$_3$–SiO$_2$ YSNs show both high drug loading capacity and magnetization strength; Co–Au YSNs have been employed as biocompatible nonviral gene transport vehicles; and titania-based yolk/shell microspheres are verified by cell-viability assays to be noncytotoxic. Despite the possibility of using TiO$_2$ as a drug carrier, for topical application it is better to use in skin formulations with optimal sensorial aspects. In this work, we used TiO$_2$ nanoparticles as a UV blocker and chose another system for drug delivery control aiming to optimize sensorial aspects.

There are many systems used as delivery vehicles, including liquid-crystalline formulations in lamellar, hexagonal, and cubic phases (according to the arrangement of the surfactant molecules). These nanostructured systems present advantages such as low cost, simple preparation, and hydrophilic/hydrophobic component incorporation capacity due to the amphiphilic character of the surfactant molecules. Among these liquid-crystalline phases, the hexagonal mesophases are regarded as promising terpinen-4-ol (TP) delivery vehicles. The hexagonal phase can be denoted as long cylinders: each one consists of rod-shaped micelles surrounded by a continuous water region. In this way, hydrophilic molecules can be embedded within the aqueous domains, and hydrophobic molecules can be embedded by direct interaction within their hydrophobic compartments.

Currently, natural antioxidants are demanded in topical applications. The essential oil derived from Melaleuca alternifolia, or tea tree oil (TTO), presents a mixture of compounds, mainly monoterpenes and their corresponding alcohols. The active component TP, which exhibits the highest concentration in TTO, has gained attention because of its antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and antitumoral (melanoma) properties.

The aim of the present work is to develop liquid-crystalline formulations containing (i) surface-modified transparent TiO$_2$ nanoparticles obtained from a sol-gel process to protect the skin against UVA and UVB radiation and (ii) TP as an antioxidant to be released via controlled delivery.

Materials and methods

TiO$_2$ nanoparticle synthesis

To obtain surface-modified TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, we used a recently developed thermoreversible sol-gel transition described elsewhere. Briefly, TiO$_2$ nanoparticles were prepared by drop by drop addition of a PTSH aqueous solution to a solution of titanium tetraisopropoxide in isopropanol under continuous magnetic stirring at room temperature. The clear suspension was placed in a closed glass in the oven.
at 60°C for 18 hours. We have used the nominal hydrolysis ratio (H=\([H_2O]/[Ti]\)) of 2.3 and the nominal acidity ratio (P=\([PTSH]/[Ti]\)) of 0.2. The xerogel was formed after solvent evaporation at 60°C.

**Preparation of the liquid-crystalline formulations**

Liquid-crystalline formulations were prepared with PPG-5 Ceteth 20 (Procetyl AWS; Croda, Campinas, Brazil) as the surfactant, isopropyl palmitate as the oil phase, and ultrapure water (H\(_2\)O) at a ratio of 48:30:22 (w:w:w). We added 30% (considering the weight) of modified TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles to the formulations, and in the oil phase, 1% (F1) and 5% (F5) of TP were used (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St Louis, MO, USA). Due to the hydrophobic nature of TP, its percentage was subtracted during the formula composition as well as their sample notation. All the components were mixed using mechanical stirring at 7,000 rpm at 25°C, and the pH levels of the formulations were adjusted to be between 5 and 7.

**Physical-chemistry characterization**

**X-ray diffraction**

The average size of TiO\(_2\) xerogel and commercial TiO\(_2\) (Sachtleben, Krefeld, Germany) crystallite were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Siemens D5000 diffractometer, using the Cu K\(\alpha\) radiation, \(\lambda=1.5418\ \text{Å}\). This radiation level was selected by a using graphite monochromator and a fixed divergence slit of 1/8° in a Bragg–Brentano configuration. The diffraction intensity data were measured in the range of 20 between 10° and 80° by the step counting method (step 0.02° and time 3 seconds).

**Transmission electron microscopy**

The transmission electron micrographs were recorded at the Brazilian Nanotechnology National Laboratory – CNPEM/ABTLuS (LNNano), using a JEOL3010 HRTEM (high-resolution transmission electron microscope). Samples were prepared by placing a drop of TiO\(_2\) xerogel suspension on a perforated carbon-coated copper grid.

**Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy**

First, we prepared a liquid-crystalline formulation with the same composition and parameters of the other ones containing 15% commercial TiO\(_2\) (Sachtleben) as a comparison formulation. The diffuse reflectance spectra of the formulations were obtained with a Cary spectrophotometer equipped with a HARRICK attachment. The reflectance measurements of the formulations containing 15% commercial TiO\(_2\) and 30% xerogel TiO\(_2\) were referenced to the MgO optical standard in the visible spectrum (400–700 nm).

**UV absorption spectroscopy**

The measurement of the spectral absorption of UV radiation (290–400 nm) through a substrate before and after application of the sunscreen preparation was performed with the liquid-crystalline formulation with (30%) and without modified TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles. The substrate used was 3M Transpore taped in a single layer on clean 2 mm thick quartz slides. Approximately 2 mg/cm\(^2\) of the formulation was uniformly spread using a finger glove. The samples were allowed to air dry for 20 minutes as performed in the literature,\(^{35,36}\) to let the formulation break and prevent an inaccurate measurement, and the plates were placed inside the UV-2000S Ultraviolet Transmittance Analyzer. Before running the sample, the blank slide was loaded into the sample holder for the blank scan. Irradiation took place at nine different areas of the substrate. The experiment was performed in triplicate. The spectral data were processed by the Labsphere software and the critical wavelength was calculated.

**Polarized light microscopy**

Microscopic analyses were carried out at 23°C using a polarizing light microscope (Carl Zeiss Jenamed 2) equipped with a digital camera to determine the liquid-crystalline arrangement. The samples (F1 and F5) were placed on a glass slide and covered with a cover slip.

**Small-angle X-ray scattering**

Scattering measurements of the formulations F1 and F5 were performed at the SAXS1 beamline of the National Laboratory of Synchrotron Light (LNLS, Campinas, Brazil). The LNLS beamline is equipped with a monochromator (\(\lambda=1.549\ \text{Å}\)), a vertical detector localized 579.395 mm from the sample, and a multichannel analyzer to register the scattering intensity \(I(q)\) as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample notation</th>
<th>PC (w/w)</th>
<th>IP (w/w)</th>
<th>H(_2)O (w/w)</th>
<th>TiO(_2) added to the formulations (w/w)</th>
<th>TP (w/w)</th>
<th>Release constant (K_P) (% (μg h(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Release constant (K_G) (μg cm(^{-2}) h(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.12±0.07</td>
<td>20.8±0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F5</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0±0.10</td>
<td>97.3±1.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** h, hours; IP, isopropyl palmitate; PC, PPG-5 Ceteth 20; SEM, standard error of the mean; TP, terpinen-4-ol; w, weight.
a function of the scattering vector, \( q \). Data were normalized to accommodate the beam decay, detector sensitivity, and sample transmission. The parasitic scattering intensity (cell windows and air) was subtracted from the total scattering intensity.

**In vitro release studies**

The in vitro TP release was evaluated using Franz diffusion cells where a 0.45 mm (pore size) cellulose acetate membrane was positioned between the donor compartment (area exposed to donor compartment 1.77 cm\(^2\)) containing the TP formulations and the acceptor compartment (7 mL acceptor phase: aqueous solution of NaCl 0.9% with 1% of Tween 80 to ensure sink conditions). The experiment was carried out using six diffusion cells (n=6) under constant stirring (300 rpm) by a magnetic bar at 32.5°C±0.5°C (maintained by a surrounding water jacket) over 12 hours. The time intervals for sample collection were: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, and 12 hours. To eliminate the false volume of the equipment, we discarded the initial 0.8 mL followed by collection of 2.0 mL during the receptor phase to quantify the TP. These volumes (2.8 mL) of the acceptor phase were immediately replaced with fresh solution. The samples used were formulations F1 and F5 as well as TP incorporated in propylene glycol (PG) at concentrations of 1% and 5% to evaluate differences of the TP released from the designed formulations and from solvent (PG). TP PG solutions were prepared simply by mixing TP with the solvent.

**Analytical method**

TP released in the acceptor phase was quantified by high-performance liquid chromatography. The column XDB C18, 5 mm, 250x4.6 mm (Agilent Zorbax Eclipse) was employed at 25°C. The mobile phase used was acetonitrile:water 55:45 (v/v) with a flow rate of 2.00 mL/min. An aliquot of 30 µL was injected to the column, and the UV-absorbance at 200 nm was measured as used in similar study.\(^37\)

**Data analysis**

In the TP release experiments described, the acceptor phase was routinely diluted due to sample removal and replacement with equal volumes of fresh solution. Thus, the cumulative TP released \((Q_t)\) was calculated by equation 1:\(^38\)

\[
Q_t = V_a \cdot C_i + \sum_{i=0}^{n} V_s \cdot C_i
\]

where \( C_i \) is the substance TP concentration in the acceptor phase at each sampling time, \( C_i \) is the substance TP concentration of the \( i \)th sample, and \( V_a \) and \( V_s \) are the relative volumes of the acceptor phase and the sample, respectively. The data were expressed as the cumulative substance TP released per unit of membrane surface area, \( Q_t/S \) (S=1.77 cm\(^2\)) and the percentage released was calculated.

**Results**

**Characterization of TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles and their incorporation in liquid-crystalline systems**

First, we compared the average nanocrystallite size of the xerogel obtained by the sol-gel process with the commercial TiO\(_2\) estimated from the [1 0 1] Bragg peak of XRD traces using Scherrer equation 2:\(^39–41\)

\[
D = \frac{\kappa \lambda}{\beta \cos \theta}
\]

where \( D \) is the crystallite size; \( \kappa \) is a constant (shape factor), \( \lambda \) is the X-ray wavelength, \( \beta \) is the full-width-at-half-maximum of a characteristic diffraction peak, and \( \theta \) is the diffraction angle. It was assumed that peak broadening is essentially due to size effects. The calculated XRD crystallite size of the surface modified TiO\(_2\) with PTSH and the commercial TiO\(_2\) was 0.7 nm and 56.9 nm, respectively.

The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image was recorded to determine the size of TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles. Figure 1 shows the TEM image of the TiO\(_2\) xerogel. The average nanoparticle size was about 16 nm.

Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy has been used to analyze the transparency of diverse materials in the visible spectrum.\(^42\) Figure 2 presents the visible diffuse reflectance spectra of liquid-crystalline formulations containing 15% commercial TiO\(_2\) and 30% xerogel obtained by the sol-gel process.
process. Xerogel nanoparticle formulations displayed lower reflectance (about 70%) in the visible region compared with commercial TiO$_2$ formulations (about 100%).

Figure 3 shows the absorbance spectra of liquid-crystalline formulations with and without modified TiO$_2$ nanoparticles. It is important to note that the modified TiO$_2$ nanoparticles are solely responsible for the UV protection in the formulations analyzed in this work. The liquid-crystalline system without TiO$_2$ does not affect the absorption in the range of UVB and UVA of TiO$_2$, presenting absorbance about 0 in the UVA and UVB regions. Figure 3 also appoints the critical wavelength ($\lambda_c$) of the liquid-crystalline formulation with modified TiO$_2$ nanoparticles, 377.11 nm being the wavelength which comprises 90% of the area under the spectrum from 290 nm to 400 nm.

To characterize the liquid-crystalline structures of the formulations, we used polarized light microscopy for preliminary identification and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements to confirm the liquid-crystalline phase. Figure 4 shows the photomicroscopic images of the formulation F1 containing TP and the SAXS curves of the F1 and F5 formulations. We can identify from the photomicrography the hexagonal liquid-crystalline structure indicated by the fanlike texture observed in Figure 4B. To confirm the hexagonal phase in the formulations, SAXS curves were performed. It is possible to calculate structural parameters and to determine the liquid-crystalline phase according to the relationship between the distances of the Bragg peaks on the scattering vector ($q$).

The equation $d=2\pi q_{\text{max}}$ where $q_{\text{max}}$ is the $q$ value at the peak intensity $I(q)$, was used to calculate the correlation distance between the scattering objects. The relation between the distance $d$ calculated for each peak must conform to the relation $\sqrt{1:3:4}$ for the hexagonal phase. Figure 4A shows the SAXS profile: peaks identified with pointers indicate the presence of hexagonal structure in the F1 and F5 formulations, confirming the microscopy results.

**Drug release profile of TP in liquid-crystalline formulation**

The in vitro TP release experiments were performed with the formulations F1 and F5 and also with the TP dissolved in PG at concentrations of 1% and 5% to evaluate the differences in the percentage released from the structured formulations and from the solvent. Figure 5A presents the percentage of TP released over time. The percent of the released TP up to the full 12 hours of the in vitro test was approximately 13% for F1 and F5 formulations from the liquid-crystalline phase. However, the PG samples released approximately 30% and 40% with 1% and 5% TP, respectively. Figure 5B shows the cumulative TP released per membrane unit area over time of the F1 and F5 formulations. We can observe a linear behavior for both formulations, and the formulation with higher concentration of TP (F5) presented a higher rate of TP release from the formulation per unit time.

**Discussion**

The size of the TiO$_2$ particles is crucial in sunscreen products because this parameter affects both the range of UV protection and the intensity of visible light reflection by the particles on the skin. The crystallite size of the xerogel calculated by the Scherrer equation is almost 100 times smaller than those commercially available, and this characteristic is
beneficial for the incorporation of the xerogel in cosmetic formulations, improving transparency and smoothness. By TEM it was possible to visualize the real size of the TiO$_2$ nanoparticles obtained by the sol-gel process, which presented an average size about 16 nm, which is significantly smaller than that used previously in commercial sunscreen products without nanomaterials (size > 100 nm). It is important to clarify that the size shown by TEM (average size, about 16 nm) takes into account the aggregation of the TiO$_2$ nanocrystallites and the size obtained by XRD (about 0.7 nm), is related to the crystallite size; thus in this case, they can not be compared. The diffuse reflectance spectroscopy showed that the xerogel nanoparticles formulations presented higher transparency than those commercially available. This is due to the size difference between the xerogel nanoparticles and the commercial TiO$_2$ particles, as determined by the XRD data and TEM. Therefore, TiO$_2$ xerogel nanoparticles are promising materials for sunscreen products.

An essential requirement for the development of effective sunscreen products is protection throughout the whole UV range (290–400 nm) of sunlight. There are numerous testing methods in vivo and in vitro to define their UV protection efficacy. The sunscreen in vitro tests are based on absorbance (calculated from transmittance) or reflectance measurements. The curves obtained can show two important attributes: the amplitude of the absorbance curves, which

**Figure 4** SAXS curves and polarized light micrographs of liquid-crystalline formulations (A) F1 and F5 and (B) F1.

Note: *Appoints the peaks related to the hexagonal phase.

Abbreviations: I$_q$, scattering intensity; SAXS, small-angle X-ray scattering.

An essential requirement for the development of effective sunscreen products is protection throughout the whole UV range (290–400 nm) of sunlight. There are numerous testing methods in vivo and in vitro to define their UV protection efficacy. The sunscreen in vitro tests are based on absorbance (calculated from transmittance) or reflectance measurements. The curves obtained can show two important attributes: the amplitude of the absorbance curves, which

**Figure 5** Terpinen-4-ol release profiles of F1 and F5 formulations.

Notes: (A) % (µg) plotted versus time comparing TP (1% and 5%) incorporated in propylene glycol and (B) Q terpinen-4-ol (µg/cm$^2$) plotted versus time (data are mean ± SD, n=6). The lines on both graphs represent the zero-order regression line.

Abbreviations: h, hours; SD, standard deviation; TP, terpinen-4-ol.
indicates the protection degree, and the shape of the curves, which underlines the protection capability in different spectral regions. Among the in vitro methodologies, the critical wavelength method proposed by Diffey is based on the absorbance spectrum reduced to a single index by means of UV substrate spectrophotometry. This method, unlike the in vivo ones, does not provide UVA-induced acute or chronic skin damage to determine the protection spectra of the sunscreen against sunlight. The λc is determined when the area under the spectrum from 290 nm (the approximate lower wavelength limit of terrestrial sunlight) to λc is 90% of the integral of the absorbance spectrum from 290 to 400 nm. The λc of the formulation was higher than 370 nm; thus, the formulation is classified as broad-spectrum protection. Importantly, the λc value is determined by the shape of the absorbance curve, not by its amplitude, so the application quantity and other undesired variables characteristic of the in vitro method do not affect the result. In addition, λc determination does not promote the erroneous notion of UVB and UVA as separate entities, but rather as part of a continuous electromagnetic spectrum. It is important to remark that it is known that TiO2 blocks UV radiation physically by scattering and reflecting the incoming radiation and chemically by absorbing it. Thus, this method evaluates only the chemical activity of TiO2.

The organized structure of the drug delivery system is extremely important to understand the release profile of the devices applied in drug-controlled release. As shown in Figure 4, the concentration of TP does not drastically affect the differences during the liquid-crystalline phase. Additionally, the SAXS curves are similar in both peak shape and broadness. Interestingly, these liquid-crystalline formulations, which contained TP and modified surface TiO2 nanoparticles, can maintain an organized hexagonal structure, as reported previously.

The data of the TP released from the solvent (PG) shown in Figure 5A can be fitted with the exponential equation $y=\alpha e^{-bx}$, initially showing an abrupt increase of the TP released, then tending toward the saturation of the acceptor phase. When TP was dissolved in PG, the release rate was only influenced by the gradient concentration of TP in the sample and the acceptor compartments of the in vitro release system. Thus, as expected, the solution with a higher TP concentration was released more quickly, whereas a lower concentration formulation released more slowly, as observed in Figure 5A. On the other hand, regardless of the TP concentration, when the organized system is present, the release rate was much lower than for TP dissolved in PG. In these cases, the TP graph obtained from the organized systems can be fitted with the linear equation $y=\alpha x+b$, which exhibit the same amount of TP released over the time. This profile clearly shows the contribution of the structured vehicle in the controlled release of TP. We can conclude that the amount of TP transported across the membrane was limited by the vehicle in which TP was incorporated, not by the membrane itself. TP diffusion within the mesophase is related by two factors: the physical factor, which results from cylindrical obstacles formed by the arrangement of surfactant molecules, and the chemical factor, which results from the interactions with the surfactant–oil phase interface or with the oil phase itself.

Detailed analysis of the TP released shows that although the presence of the structured vehicle is the main factor controlling the entire release process, the TP concentration also has an important role in this release; making it faster with increasing TP concentration in the structured vehicle. Accordingly, the higher the TP percentage incorporated into the formulation, the higher the amount of TP released from the formulation per unit time, the higher the difference of TP gradient concentration between the donor and the acceptor compartment, and the higher the TP permeation through the membrane.

The kinetic data can be analyzed by mathematical models. The zero-order kinetic can describe the release of TP by the following equation:

$$Q_t = Q_0 + K_0 \cdot t$$

where $Q_t$ is the amount of TP release in time $t$, $Q_0$ is the initial amount of TP in the solution, and $K_0$ is the zero-order release constant. This configuration is ideal for achieving prolonged release of TP. In fact, the TP released from the liquid-crystalline formulations (containing TP at 1% and 5%) followed zero-order kinetics (correlation coefficient =0.9963 and 0.9984 for F1 and F5 formulations, respectively), indicating a constant TP release versus time. Therefore, it was possible to calculate $K_0$ of F1 and F5 formulations using Equation 3. Table 1 notes that the release constants for formulations F1 and F5 are $K_p$ and $K_q$, where $p$ is attributed to the percentage of TP released versus time and $q$ is attributed to the quantity of TP released per membrane unit area versus time. Looking at the $K_p$ values, we noted that these values are very close, showing that the structured formulations are able to control the release velocity independent of the TP quantity incorporated into the formulations. The long-time release profile of TP from the organized system was slower than the free substance permeation through the membrane in the in vitro release process. When we analyze the values
of the $K_0$ $g$, it is possible to observe that the value of $K_0$ $g$ for the formulation containing 5% of TP is approximately five times higher than the $K_0$ of the formulation containing 1% of TP. These values clearly show that the higher the percentage incorporated into the system, the higher the release rate will be due to the increase of the gradient concentration in the donor compartment. Thus, it is possible to modulate the amount of TP released per membrane area unit/time, which changes the percentage of TP incorporated into the formulations.

**Conclusion**

The PTSH surface-modified nanoparticles obtained by the sol-gel process have a controlled size and permit the creation of cosmetic formulations that are more transparent than those commercially available. The homogeneous macroscopic aspect of the liquid-crystalline formulation composed by PPG-5 Ceteth 20, isopropyl palmitate, and ultrapure water indicates an efficient process for incorporating modified TiO$_2$ nanoparticles and TP. The hexagonally organized structure was maintained after adding modified TiO$_2$ nanoparticles and TP. In the two concentrations of the TP incorporated (1% and 5%), the formulations release the same amount of TP per unit time, controlling the release according to the zero-order kinetics model. For this reason, these systems showed that it is possible to control the amount of TP released according to the percentage of TP incorporated in the formulations. The results obtained in this work show the possibility of creating new alternatives for systems used as vehicles for photoprotection and can aggregate knowledge for future development of multifunctional systems that aim to protect the skin against harmful effects of the sun and control the delivery of biological active molecules.
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